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Abstract

We propose to supplement Google Books with a web based collaborative text exploration, markup and analysis environment, hereafter referred to as CLÉA (*Collaborative Literature Éxploration and Annotation*)¹. The development of CLÉA builds on our open source desktop application CATMA which already supports high-level semantic annotation through TEI compliant, non-deterministic stand off markup. Development of the CLÉA system will be supported by a pilot study in which a Google Books subcorpus of approx. 15-20 German pre-20th Century literary texts are tagged for specific narratological phenomena. The crowdsourced markup will then be analysed with a view to augmenting existing automated pre-processing in CLÉA via machine learning.

¹ In Ancient Greek mythology, Clea—like Pythia—was a priestess at the oracle of Delphi. Just to be different, use non-English characters and emphasise “exploration” as the key activity of literary scholars, we spell it with an accent.
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CLÉA – a *Collaborative Literature Exploration and Annotation* environment for Google Books corpora

0. Rationale

Humanities researchers in the field of literary studies *access* and *read* literary texts in digital format via the web in increasing numbers—but with few exceptions, they do not yet use web-based tools to *interpret* these texts. For most scholars, apart from search and find, the actual processing of a text still takes place outside the digital realm. The interest essentially motivating human encounters with literature does thus not seem to benefit from the new paradigm: hermeneutic, i.e. “meaning” oriented high-order interpretation that transcends a mere decoding of information.

The creation of web based text analytical services such as *Voyeur* ([http://hermeneuti.ca](http://hermeneuti.ca)) marks an important step in this regard. However, high-order hermeneutic interpretation requires more than automated pattern, string- or word-level analysis of the source object, namely the ability to add semantic markup and analyse both the object-data and the meta-data in combination. Also, true hermeneutic activity is not deterministic, but explorative: in the scholarly interpretation of literature we are not looking for the right answer, but for *new*, *plausible* and *relevant* answers. This has significant consequences for the design of a system aimed at supporting this activity.

The vision motivating our project addresses this shortfall: If we can pool the *source data*—in our case, literary texts—in a comprehensive open access repository, such as Google Books, and use digital technology to analyse it, then why not use the same collaborative approach and technological means to create, collect, aggregate and analyse their related *meta data* that will help us to *interpret* literary texts?

I. Research Objectives and Expected Results

We propose to supplement Google Books with a web based collaborative text exploration, markup and analysis environment, hereafter referred to as CLÉA (*Collaborative Literature Exploration and Annotation*). Development of the system will be supported by a pilot study in which a Google Books subcorpus of approx.15-20 German pre-20th Century literary texts are marked up for specific narratological phenomena in a crowdsourcing approach.

As CLÉA aims to support high-level hermeneutic text interpretation, it must be based on an approach to markup that transcends the limitations of low-level text description. We define this distinction as follows: Description cannot tolerate ambiguity, whereas an interpretation is an interpretation if and only if at least one alternative to it exists. Note that alternative interpretations are not subject to formal restrictions of binary logic: they can affirm, complement or contradict one another. In short, interpretations are of a probabilistic nature and highly context dependent.

To meet these conceptual requirements CLÉA will be implemented as a web based client-server architecture featuring
• a core server module version of our existing desktop application CATMA (http://www.catma.de) functionally complemented by
• a source- and meta-data document & user management server module that (prospectively) interfaces with Google Books and
• a web front-end emulating the traditional hermeneutic workflow pattern established in literary studies disciplines.

Rather than starting from scratch the implementation will make use of open source third party components where feasible, in particular pre-processing routines implemented in Voyeur.

I.1 Conceptual foundation: Hermeneutical approach to markup

Unlike structural markup, which in most cases can be expressed by a more or less fixed tag set, hermeneutical markup needs to be flexible and extensible. This requires a data structure which supports such flexibility, yet is standardized enough to enable tools interoperability. The markup should be stored in a stand-off manner to enable overlapping and contradictory markup, and it should be stored separated from the literary artefact to support the coexistence of markup for different purposes, or even the coexistence of conflicting markup for the same purpose. Only this data model will acknowledge the standard practice in literary studies, i.e. a constant revision of interpretation (including one’s own) that does not necessarily amount to falsification.

In view of these requirements, our approach is based on a non-deterministic “one-to-many” data model which we aim to (a) implement in a fully-functional web-based system, (b) test in a multi-user pilot study with a corpus of German language literary texts and (c) analyse and potentially exploit in a machine-learning approach in order to enhance the system’s automated pre-processing functions. This project brief translates into the following objectives and deliverables:

I.2 Objectives and deliverables

I.2.1 Object-/Meta-Data and User Management Module

Our objective is to develop a fully functional object-/meta-data and user management server module. As a result, we expect the implementation of a module which

• enables users to compile a virtual source document corpus (consisting of 1 to n individual documents taken from the Google Books repository) and make it available to the markup and analysis module;
• stores and manages all source & standoff markup documents generated by users so that all interpretations associated with a defined text or text corpus can be dynamically aggregated, re-used, edited and extended and shared among users.

I.2.2 Textual markup and analysis module

Our objective is to transform our existing desktop application CATMA\(^3\) into a scalable server module. As a result, we expect the implementation of a second module which

• relates a corpus (= a defined set of source documents) to n stand-off markup documents;

---

\(^3\) Key technical features of CATMA are: open source, TEI/XML compliant, fully JAVA based and platform independent. For further details see [http://www.catma.de](http://www.catma.de).
• gives the user full control over the creation and management of TEI compliant tag-sets;
• integrates an expandable set of automated pre-processing routines (indexing, distribution and collocation analysis etc.);
• enables users to generate non-deterministic, low to high-level markup that can be exploited in subsequent manual as well as automated interpretive procedures.\(^4\)

This CLÉA module will also enable ‘on-the-fly’ crowdsourced correction of e.g. scanning errors in source documents applied in parallel to semantic markup. In order to guarantee integrity of the original source document CLÉA will not intervene with the source document, but will capture corrections as a specific category and layer of markup: text correction is conceptualized as creating a text variant, not as a retrospective alteration of the primary text witness.

I.2.3 System complex integration and web GUI

Our **objective** is to develop an intuitive web GUI (frontend) for the system complex. As a **result**, we expect the implementation of a system frontend providing

• a workflow oriented browser based GUI that integrates
• the object-/meta-data & user management module (including provision for a potential Google Books API) and
• the textual markup and analysis core module.

I.2.4 Pilot study analysis & extension of automated routines

In parallel to the project, we will conduct a multi-user pilot study in collaborative markup using a corpus of non-English (German) literary texts. The markup will focus on the phenomenon of narrative ‘perspective’ as defined in the narratological theory of Genette and particularly Schmid (2010)\(^5\). The study will be undertaken as part of two regular BA/MA-courses in German Studies at Hamburg University towards the end of the summer semester.\(^6\) Results from this study will be utilized as follows:

Our **objective** is to apply a machine-learning approach to the body of markup documents created by the pilot group. As a **result**, we expect to

• detect regularities in the outcome as well as in the procedures of markup that may be modelled by way of algorithmic formalization;
• develop a feature set based on the detected regularities as a starting point for feature selection and/or feature engineering and the exploration of suited machine learning algorithms with the WEKA\(^7\) data mining software;

\(^4\) CLÉA will also implement a key feature request of CATMA users, namely the possibility to correct scanning errors in the source document in parallel to markup. In order to guarantee integrity of the original source document CLÉA will capture crowdsourced document correction as a specific category and layer of markup.

\(^5\) See [http://books.google.de/books?id=Do6e5MZuADcC&pg=PA199&lpg=PA199](http://books.google.de/books?id=Do6e5MZuADcC&pg=PA199&lpg=PA199) [seen 26/10/2010].—In narratological terms perspective is defined as “the way the representation of the story is influenced by the position, personality and values of the narrator, the characters and, possibly, other, more hypothetical entities in the storyworld” (Niederhoff 2010: [http://hup.sub.uni-hamburg.de/lhn/index.php/Perspective/Point_of_View](http://hup.sub.uni-hamburg.de/lhn/index.php/Perspective/Point_of_View) [27.10.2010])

\(^6\) Normally first and second week of July. While strongly desirable, prior completion of the development detailed under objectives 1-3 is not critical as the existing desktop version of CATMA may be used as a fall-back option without compromising on the conceptual approach.

\(^7\) See [http://www.cs.waikato.ac.nz/~ml/weka/index.html](http://www.cs.waikato.ac.nz/~ml/weka/index.html) (seen 26/10/10)
• implement new routines as an integral part of the textual markup and analysis module’s heuristic pre-processing functionality
• provide an integration between these trained algorithms and a (productive or experimental) Google API for testing and executing algorithms with large scale data and/or large scale computing power.

II. Benefits to the Research Community

To date, digital text markup generated by literary studies projects has generally been highly specific to the projects’ individual research questions. Unlike linguistic markup (e.g., POS tagging), literary markup is hardly ever re-used or made accessible to the community. From the point of view of the literary scholar, this is CLÉA(sic!)rly a waste of resources: instead of building on existing markup, new projects have to start from scratch. In addition, from the point of view of the digital humanist, we must ask: if the markup expertise which scholars of literature apply in their individual projects is not preserved and analysed, how can we expect to make progress in the automation of these processes?

The intention of the CLÉA-project is to crowdsourcing semantic markup via a web based environment that comprises document/user management as well as digital text markup and analysis routines. Combining a collaborative approach to markup with this technological framework will benefit the DH scientific community in the following ways:

• The outcome of the project will facilitate future sharing and collaborative creation of markup among researchers. This will eventually complement Google Books as a repository of source texts with a repository of public domain markup documents.
• The system is conceptually based on an approach fully acknowledging the non-deterministic, potentially ambiguous semiotic nature of the literary object. Because of this, and because the GUI aims to emulate the traditional workflow in order to guarantee a low threshold for the non-expert user, the system will help to further promote the use of digital resources among humanities scholars.
• By monitoring and analysing how humans make interpretive decisions through a machine learning approach, the project will help to expand the range of interpretive procedures that can be computationally modelled and automated.
• The multi-user pilot study run in parallel to the second phase of the system development process will markup a subcorpus of German texts taken from Google Books. Working with non-English source texts will enable us to identify language-specific markup requirements (for example, the need to account for historical variants of language use, such as the lack of a reliable norm for punctuation in pre mid-19th century German literature, which can turn the identification of sentence borders from trivial automated parsing into a complex interpretive task).

The markup created in the pilot study will focus on identifying phenomena of ‘narrative perspective’—simply put, the way and modes by which a narrative account of something is profiled in terms of epistemological, normative and aesthetic constraints. Unlike many of the more ‘fuzzy’ and hard-to-model high-order functions of narrative, the relevant constituent phenomena of narrative perspective have been extensively analysed and explicated by narratology (the ‘science of narrative’) and can thus be considered theoretically well-defined, strong candidates for formalization. One of the anticipated outcomes of the project is thus the development of a narratological pre-processing routine that can detect ‘perspective markers’ in automatic or semi-automatic mode.
III. Data and services needed from Google

The project will require the following from Google:

- A subcorpus of approx. 20 German literary texts originally published between 1790 and 1890. Data can be provided in Google’s raw digital text format(s) and will be imported into CLÉA via a routine which we will build;
- a (productive or experimental) Google Books API to simulate future direct access and corpus aggregation from within the CLÉA environment;
- a (productive or experimental) Google Algorithms API to simulate future integration of the developed algorithms in a Google supercomputing environment;
- expertise in terms of machine learning approaches. In particular, the project would greatly benefit from a start-up and scoping plus a mid-project assessment workshop with Google experts in the fields of pattern recognition and machine learning.

IV. Validity of Approach

IV.1 Availability of Data

We have verified that a sufficient amount of suitable object data (i.e. German literary texts) is available on Google Books. Further technical details relating to data availability and format were the subject of exploratory discussions with Google’s Leslie Yeh Johnson in October 2010.

IV.2 Computational Soundness

IV.2.1 Systems development expertise

The core module of the CLÉA-system, which we propose to develop, builds on the existing stand-alone application CATMA, a robust platform independent markup and text analysis software developed with start-up funding provided by the University of Hamburg since mid-2008. The CATMA development team includes narratologists, computer linguists and two software developers with extensive experience in the development and maintenance of computer systems for commerce and manufacturing industries.

CATMA fully complies with the conceptual model of hermeneutic markup described under I.1. and has been extensively tested in BA- and MA German literature and DH-courses since winter semester 2008/2009. The software was presented to the scientific community at the international digital humanities conferences DH 2009 in Maryland and DH 2010 in London; it is also an integral component of the newly inaugurated “Digital Commons Project” jointly funded by the Canadian SSHRC and the German Humboldt Foundation in the context of which we cooperate with the Voyeur team (Prof. Stéfan Sinclair, McMaster University; Prof. Geoffrey Rockwell, University of Alberta).

Among other CATMA is currently being used outside Germany by researchers in Finland (Prof. Lisa-Lena Oppinen of Oulu University), the US (Prof. William Kretzschmar of University of Georgia, Alexander Dorsk of MBLWHOI Library, Liang Zhou of Thomson Reuters R&D) and Italy (Prof. Maurizio Lana of Università del Piemonte Orientale).

IV.2.2 Machine learning expertise (ML)

ML expertise in the core CATMA development team is not sufficient. To address this shortfall, CLÉA investigation into ML will be supported by a group of CS experts with whom we have collaborated in past projects. The following have contributed to the current proposal and confirmed their interest to collaborate:
• AI, NLP, ML: **Prof. Pablo Gervas**, Departamento de Ingeniería del Software e Inteligencia Artificial, from the Facultad de Informática, Universidad Complutense de Madrid. (Previous cooperation: Story Generator Algorithm-project; see http://www.jcmeister.de/html/sga1.html).

• ML: **Prof. Worthy Martin**, Department of Computer Science, School of Engineering and Applied Science, University of Virginia. (Current cooperation in the Digital Commons Initiative project; see http://www.jcmeister.de/html/projects.html).

• ML, AI, Distributed Systems: **Prof. Christoph Klauck**, Hamburg University of Applied Sciences (http://users.informatik.haw-hamburg.de/~klauck/index.html)

• NLP: **Prof. Christopher Habel**, University of Hamburg, Department of Informatics, Knowledge and Language Processing. (Previous cooperation: Project on time modelling in narratives; see http://www.jcmeister.de/html/temporality1.html).

### IV.2.3 Computational narratology

The project draws on experiences from a number of previous projects investigating potentials for cross-fertilization among narratology and computational modelling (for details see http://www.jcmeister.de/html/projects.html). The narrative phenomenon of ‘perspective’ is the subject of Meister&Schoenert (2009)\(^\text{11}\).

With a particular view to the narratological markup of narrative perspective, a tagset for this and other narratological categories will be created on the basis of the narratological theory mentioned in I.2.4 and tested on several (English and German) texts during an independent research project starting in January 2011. These tag-sets can be implemented in CATMA and CLÉA so that they may be used as a basis for text analysis. In cooperation with students from McMaster University (Canada), means for the graphic representation of the created ‘perspective’-tags both in Voyeur and CATMA/CLÉA will be developed. This research is part of a PhD. dissertation project supervised by the principal investigator.

### V. Description of Funding Usage

Funding of US $ 50,000 will be allocated as follows:

- 80% = US $ 40,000 for the employment of 1 system developer as a Research Assistant (annual personnel cost for 1 x 50% post = € 28,500)
- 20% = US $ 10,000 for external programming contracts

### VI. Project Implementation

#### VI.1. Preliminary Schedule

Month 1-3:

- Transformation of CATMA backend components to CLÉA Server components
- Development of basic Frontend support

Month 4-6:

- Development/integration of the User Management component
- Development of the Versioning component

Month 7-9:

- Finalizing Frontend support
- Development/integration of missing subcomponents of the Automatic/Semiautomatic Markup & Analysis component
- Pilot analysis of routines for automated detection of narrative ‘perspective’

Month 10-12:

- Prototype implementation of automated detection of narrative ‘perspective’

VI.2. CLÉA Component Diagram
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